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An important problem when studying the interaction between a CO probe molecule and a Na4Ca4A type zeolite
is the estimation of the central repulsive coefficients versus the internuclear distance of CO. In particular, this
dependence cannot be estimated in the case of the unstable linear ‘‘ framework oxygen–CO molecule ’’ pair due
to the electrostatic repulsive interaction. Hence, we discuss the application of two approximate forms of this
dependence either allowing or disregarding the repulsive contribution in the interval wherein the vibrational CO
probability distribution cannot be neglected. The consequences of these approximations are compared through
calculation of the interaction energy and band shift of CO adsorbed inside Na4Ca4A. The CO spatial
parameters (semi-axes) are estimated by fitting both the band shift, corresponding to two different positions of
CO relative to the zeolite, and the interaction energy values to the experimental data obtained at small coverage.

I. Introduction

The choice of a probe molecule to characterize the acid
strength of solid catalysts such as zeolitic frameworks is
usually guided by the necessity of recording vibrational spectra
of the probe located at Lewis and Brønsted centres.1 CO is
one of the few molecules whose use permits such a possibility
at low coverage1 and, hence, it has become one of the most
popular molecular probes and its spectrum interpretations
have stimulated the development of numerous theoretical
models.2–8

Most of the approaches for the study of adsorbed CO are
based on charged9–13 (limited to a cation in the simplest
cases)9,13 or neutral14–18 clusters, sometimes taking into
account, but very often neglecting, the electrostatic field effects
of the surrounding media. Avoiding the costly calculations of
the CO vibrational frequency with ab initio quantum mechan-
ical (QM) schemes, satisfactory interpretations of spectro-
scopic data for different CO positions relative to an oxide16

or a zeolite14 cluster were, for example, obtained within
semi-empirical approaches, without even considering the elec-
trostatic field effects.14 The importance of electron correla-
tion19 as well as of the electrostatic effects was however
clearly emphasized through studies performed with advanced
QM approaches.10–11,15,19,20 As a consequence of the crucial
electrostatic contribution in zeolites, several models were
developed considering merely the electrostatic influence of
the adsorbent.4,7–8,21

The determination of the molecular positions inside an
adsorbent should take into account all components of the
interaction energy (IE), e.g., electrostatic, inductive, dispersive,
exchange-overlap, which all contribute to the vibrational band
shift (BS) value.22 The contributions to the IE may, for exam-
ple, be evaluated through energy decomposition procedures

like the constrained space orbital variation analysis.10–11,17

Using this decomposition, it was shown that the back-dona-
tion charge transfer component could be of the same magni-
tude as the electrostatic IE only in the case of an
exchangeable proton or transition metal ions (Cu+) included
in an oxide cluster.11 Despite promising interpretations that
could be deduced from ab initio QM calculations, other precise
approaches such as embedded cluster15 or QM/MM18,20

clearly require further developments of model potentials
between the interacting subsystems, especially with correct
consideration of the long-range interactions with the part of
the zeolite structure not included in the cluster subpart.
The importance of the repulsive interaction contributions

for vibrational shift calculations was demonstrated more than
thirty years ago by Friedmann and Kimel.3 Therefore, BS
calculations with pair-wise addition schemes require precise
knowledge of the probe internuclear distance r dependence
of all properties, i.e., moments and polarizabilities of the
probe, dispersive and repulsive coefficients of all ‘‘ adsorbent
atom–probe ’’ pairs, which are necessary to describe the inter-
acting system. The r dependence of the repulsive coefficients is
usually determined from the equilibrium position condition of
the adsorbed molecule relative to an ion or atom of the matrix3

or adsorbent.23–26

When the pair-wise scheme is applied to the calculation of
IE values for systems including highly-charged ions, the total
IE between these highly-charged ions and a heteronuclear
diatomic molecule can be repulsive. This is typically the case
for the interaction considered in this paper, namely between a
negative framework oxygen ion and CO.26 The repulsion
term (or the exchange-overlap IE) has a non-zero value.
Neglecting this repulsion then generates an error in both
the IE and BS values. An effective estimate of the repulsive
coefficients’ dependence on r is thus necessary for the CO
case. This is exactly the problem we wish to discuss in the
present paper.y Fof part II see ref. 58.
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As soon as the most accurate calculation of the BS values is
necessary, all terms of the IE should include dependences ver-
sus the internuclear C–O distance. Variations of the CO multi-
pole moments and polarisabilities with the C–O distance in the
gas state are well known and suggest the utilisation of a ‘‘mole-
cule–atom’’ pair-wise addition scheme for the calculation of
the total IE, even if the advantages of ‘‘atom–atom’’ represen-
tations have been demonstrated in many cases where only the
IE is required. The ‘‘one-centre ’’ model usually has a lower
number of parameters to quantify than a two-centre model.
In Section II, we present the expressions for the IE compo-

nents, the CO characteristics, the method for the BS calcula-
tion, and the models considered for the Na4Ca4A zeolite. We
briefly compare different models of the internuclear potential
of the CO molecule in the gas state in Section III.A, while
the spatial CO model is presented in Section III.B. Then, we
induce the approximate r dependences of the repulsive coeffi-
cients and show their influence on the calculated IE and BS
values with different evaluation schemes (Section III.C). Calcu-
lation of the CO semi-axes from the IE and BS using two
approximate r dependences is explained in Section III.D.
For comparison of the calculated IE values, we also consider
a simpler probe interacting with the same zeolite models, i.e.,
N2 .

II. Theory

II.A. Interaction energy calculation

The total IE, Utot between the adsorbed CO and the zeolite fra-
mework can be evaluated as the sum of the electrostatic Uelec ,
inductive Uind , dispersive Udisp , and repulsive Urep interaction
contributions. Charge transfer contributions are usually
omitted in the total IE expressions, as well as for the BS, as
their magnitudes are small compared to the electrostatic terms
for CO interacting with an adsorbent without transition metal
ions.13 The electrostatic term can be expressed as:

Uelec ¼
X
L

UL
elec ð1Þ

UL
elec ¼

X
i

QLqiP
0
Lðcos yiÞR

�ðLþ1Þ
i ð2Þ

where qi is the charge of the framework ion i; Ri , the distance
between the CO molecular centre of mass (COM) and ion i
(Fig. 1); yi , the angle between the CO molecular axis (directed
from the negatively charged C to the positively charged O
atom) and the intermolecular axis (directed from ion i to the
molecular COM); P0

L(cos yi), the associated Legendre polyno-
mial; and QL , the central molecular moment of Lth order,
for which we use the standard notation, namely, Q1 ¼ m,
Q2 ¼ Y, Q3 ¼ O, and Q4 ¼ F.

Both theoretical27 and experimental28 dependences of the
CO dipole moment on its internuclear distance r were used
in this study (Table 1). They nearly coincide, but provide dif-
ferent estimations of the CO spatial models (see Section III.D).
The dependences of the other moments, taken from the litera-
ture,29–36 were approximated via:

QLðrÞ ¼
XN
i¼0

Piðr� reÞ
i ð3Þ

where the equilibrium distance re ¼ 2.1322 a0 for CO33 and
2.076 a0 for N2 ,

29 and for which the coefficients Pi are given
in Table 2.
The inductive IE has been determined using the following

expression which includes terms proportional up to the second
hyperpolarizability:

Uind ¼ � ð1=2Þða? cos2 yF þ ak sin
2 yF ÞF2

� ð1=6ÞbF3 � ð1=24ÞgF4 ð4Þ

where yF is the angle between the CO molecular axis and the
electrostatic field vector at the molecular COM position; F,
the electrostatic field value at the same position; and a? , ak ,
b, g, the perpendicular and parallel static polarizability compo-
nents, and the averaged first and second hyperpolarizabilities,
respectively. These values are presented in Table 1 using
expansion (3) with N ¼ 4.27

Fig. 1 Scheme of the coordinate system of CO inside the NaCaA
zeolite cavity (CO position with O close to O3).

Table 1 Internuclear distance dependence X(r) ¼
P

i¼ 0
4 Pi(r�re)

i of the dipole moment m, average polarizability a, polarizability anisotropy Da
(parallel ak and perpendicular a? polarizabilities are expressed as ak ¼ a+2Da/3, a? ¼ a�Da/3, a0

3), first bzzz , and second gxxxx and gzzzz hyper-
polarizability components (in e2 a0

3 Eh
�1 and e2 a0

4 Eh
�1, respectively, for CO (re ¼ 2.1322 a0 , a0 ¼ 0.5292� 10�10 m) and N2 (re ¼ 2.076 a0)

Molecule X P0 P1 P2 P3 P4

CO ma 0.057 �0.6636 0.0008 0.1337 �0.0054
mb 0.048 �0.6533 0.0304 0.148 �0.0440
a 13.19 5.52 1.74 �0.35 �0.33
Da 3.66 8.28 3.32 �0.24 �0.42
bzzz

c 30.0 �7.2 �8.3 �9.4 2.1

gxxxx
c 1400 �47 1575 90 �483

gzzzz
c 1860 1101 759 323 407

N2 a? 10.126d 3.55e 0.26e — —

ak 14.774d 9.80e 1.76e — —

a Ref. 27. b Ref. 28. c Our approximation from ref. 27. d Ref. 29. e Our approximation from ref. 30.
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The dipole–dipole dispersive IE for each framework ion i
has been considered through:

Udisp ¼ �
X
i

Cðyi;jÞR�6i ð5Þ

wherein C(yi , j) expresses the anisotropic dependence of the
dipole–dipole dispersive interaction:

Cðyi;jÞ ¼ ð3ðCik � Ci?Þ cos2 yi þ Cik þ 5Ci?Þ=6 ð6Þ

in which the van der Waals (vdW) dipole–dipole coefficient Cij

between the framework ion i and the adsorbed CO (or N2)
molecule in orientation j is estimated via the Kirkwood–Muller
(KM) intercombination rule:

Cij ¼ 3=2 aiaj
�
ððai=niÞ1=2 þ ðaj=nABÞ1=2Þ ð7Þ

where ai and ni are the static polarizability and number of elec-
trons of the framework ion i, respectively, and aj and nAB are
the static polarizability and number of electrons of the AB
probe molecule (j corresponding to the parallel and perpendi-
cular ion–molecule orientations without differentiation
between i–AB and i–BA configurations), respectively. In
eqn. (7), the number of electrons is nCO ¼ nN2 ¼ 14, and
ni ¼ noi� qi , noi being the total number of electrons for the
neutral atom. Eqn. (7) can be used in the KM case, if the dia-
magnetic susceptibility is expressed via ai and ni ,

37 e.g., in au:
wi ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
niai
p

=ð4c2Þ, c being the velocity of light.
Higher order terms of the dispersive IE were omitted in this

paper because the KM rule usually overestimates the vdW
coefficients given by eqn. (7). Detailed discussions of the influ-
ence of the dipole–quadrupole dispersive interaction (where
other intercombination rules are used) on the calculated total
IE and BS values will be presented in a further paper.38

The repulsive IE has been expanded as an R�12 dependent
contribution:

Urep ¼
X
i

fBi? sin
2 yi þ ðBi�CO þ ðBi�OC�Bi�COÞ

� sin2ðyi=2ÞÞ cos2 yigR�12i

ð8Þ

the repulsive coefficients, Bi–OC , Bi–CO , and Bi? , being calcu-
lated at the equilibrium position for all ‘‘ framework atom
i–OC or CO’’ pairs with k or ? orientation, respectively,
through derivatives (Uk)

0 ¼ (dUk/dRij) with respect to the
intermolecular distance Rij of all components for the total
interaction energy Utot :

Bi�OC ¼ R13
ij

X
k

ðUkÞ0
 !�

12 ð9Þ

where Rij is the sum of the vdW radii of the framework atom i
and of the probe molecule within the j-orientation, i.e., OC,
CO k, and CO ?.
The electrostatic repulsive interaction could lead to a total

repulsive interaction for the pair Ozeol–CO, which may even
take place in the vibrational ground state of the CO molecule

but it usually appears at distances r< re . In these cases, the
repulsive coefficients BO–CO can be estimated either:
(a) from the derivative of the dispersive IE (eqn. (5)):

B�O�CO¼ðCO=12ÞR6
O ð10Þ

where CO ¼ 4COk+2CO? for a parallel probe orientation, and
COk+5CO? for the perpendicular one;
or (b) from eqn. (9), in which the derivatives (U1

elec)
0 and

(U3
elec)

0 causing the repulsion are omitted.
The asterisk in both (a) and (b) estimations of the repulsive

coefficients is used to distinguish them from the correct coeffi-
cient evaluated by eqn. (9). Case (b) is considered below only
for illustration.
The angular dependence of the repulsive potential eqn. (8)

was chosen to satisfy the requirement of the limiting value of
the average repulsive coefficient Bav of a free rotating molecule:

Bav ¼
Z

dyi sin yifBi? sin
2 yiþðBi�COþðBi�OC�Bi�COÞ

� sin2ðyi=2ÞÞ cos2 yig
� Z

dyi sin yi

� �
¼ð4Bi? þ Bi�OC þ Bi�COÞ=6 ð11Þ

II.B. Spatial CO model

In order to construct the spatial CO model that is required for
the calculation of the repulsive coefficients, we propose the fol-
lowing procedure. Firstly, a sphere of vdW radius rm is con-
verted to an ellipsoid or a spherocylinder of the same
volume. This requirement gives a third-order equation which
allows us to find the semi-axes of both volumes:

r?
3 þ areD?k r?

2 � ðrm=2Þ3 ¼ 0 ð12Þ

where D?k ¼ (rk� r?)/re is a dimensionless parameter, re being
the CO equilibrium internuclear distance, and a ¼ 1 or 3/2 for
the ellipsoid or spherocylinder type volume, respectively. Sec-
ondly, the sum of the radii of the C and O atoms (rC+ rO)
must be equal to the parallel diameter 2rk of the molecule.
Three parameters r? , rC , and rO thus determine the spatial
representation of the molecule, and the isotropic vdW radius
may be expressed for the ellipsoid case as:

rm ¼ 2½r?2ðrC þ rOÞ=2�1=3 ð13Þ

II.C. Band shift calculation

The BS calculations were performed using two different
approaches. Firstly, we applied a numerical procedure:23–26

Dnv�v0 ¼
1

hc
ððEads

v0 � Eads
v Þ � ðE

gas
v0 � Egas

v0 ÞÞ ð14Þ

where the eigenvalues, Eads
n and Egas

n , are the solutions of the
one-dimensional vibrational equation solved as implemented

Table 2 Internuclear distance dependences QL(r) ¼
P

i¼ 0
2Pi (r�re)

i of the quadrupole Y, octupole O, and hexadecapole F moments (in ea0
L,

ea0 ¼ 8.478� 10�30 C m, ea2 ¼ 4.486� 10�40 C m2, ea0
3 ¼ 2.374� 10�50 C m3, ea0

4 ¼ 1.256� 10�60 C m4), for CO (re ¼ 2.1322 a0 ,

a0 ¼ 0.5292� 10�10 m) and N2 (re ¼ 2.076 a0)

Molecule QL P0 P1 P2 Ref.

CO Ya b �2.92 0.91 0.83 35,36

O 3.59 2.03 �0.43 35,36

F �9.10 �7.404 1.79 36

N2 Ya �2.22 1.14 �0.43 29,30

F �6.76 2.61 1.43 29,30

a Y ¼ 2Yzz .
b For CO, P0 values for L ¼ 2–4 from ref. 36 and P1 and P2 from the fitting of CI calculations in ref. 33.
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in the LEVELS code:39

� 1

2m

d2

dr2
þ VðrÞ � Ev

 !
jvi ¼ 0 ð15Þ

where Ev ¼ Eads
v for V(r) ¼ V0(r) +Utot(r) in the adsorbed

state, or Ev ¼ Egas
v for V(r) ¼ V0(r) in the gas state, V0(r)

being the potential of the free probe molecule. Such BS estima-
tion means that any coupling between the probe internuclear
vibration and the zeolite modes is neglected. It can be justified
by the relatively higher vibration frequency of the diatomic
molecules as compared to the modes of the high temperature
pre-treated cationic zeolite frameworks, i.e., without hydroxy
groups.
The BS contribution from the differences between the energy

levels of a hindered rotator as in the case of CO can be esti-
mated a priori as negligible. Small contributions to the total
value Dn may also come from the differences between the
energy levels of the vibrations of the COM in the upper and
lower states of the internuclear fundamental vibrational transi-
tion |1i |0i. These respective BS values DnR due to the COM
vibration:

DnR ¼
1

hc
E1
0 � E0

0

� �
ð16Þ

were also obtained25 through the numerical procedure imple-
mented in the LEVELS code.39 The COM motion was consid-
ered as non-interacting with the other motions:

� 1

2M

d2

dR2
þUnðRÞ � En

nR

 !
jn; nRi ¼ 0 ð17Þ

where M is the reduced mass of the total zeolite25 and probe
system, and vR is the quantum number of the vibration of
the probe COM.

II.D. The NaCaA zeolite model

The approximations applied to derive a reasonable zeolite
model based on the IR spectrum of adsorbed hydrogen were
presented earlier.23–26 Three unknown parameters per ion type,
i.e., atomic charge, polarizability, and radii are necessary for

calculation of the IE by empirical methods. The total number
of unknown variables is thus N ¼ 3K, K being the number of
different ion types. For zeolite NaCaA, composed of Na, Ca,
Al, Si, and O ions, K ¼ 5. The number N may be decreased
by constraining the charge dependences of the polarizabilities
and radii.40 These dependences are given in Table 3. Then
the number of unknown variables corresponds to the (N� 1)
charges.
Atomic charges can be expressed through a unique ionicity

value q0 (in e) as:

q0 ¼ ð1=3Þ½qðCaÞ þ qðNaÞ� þ qðSiÞ þ qðAlÞ
¼ j qðO1Þ þ qðO2Þ þ 2qðO3Þ j ð18Þ

where the indices are related to the three different oxygen types
present in zeolite A. The right part is equal to 4|q(O)|, if all O
types are equivalent. Allowing that the ratio q(Al)/q(Si) does
not influence the total IE, this ratio can be considered as con-
stant. For H2 adsorbed in zeolite NaCaA,25 we were thus
handling a problem of three variables, q0 , q(Ca), and q(Na),
and two experimental values, the BS and band splitting. Two
variables, q0 (which can differ from q0 for zeolite NaA) and
q(Na), were sought from the fitting of the BS and of the band
splitting for H2 adsorbed in zeolite NaA. Knowing q(Na), the
other two variables, q(Ca) and q0 , may be obtained from the
respective H2 spectra in NaCaA.
All framework ions43,44 of seven a-cages of the zeolite were

considered to estimate the total IE between the zeolite and the
probe.45 However, because the rotational contribution to the
band splitting could not be estimated precisely because of
the sophisticated H2 behaviour near the Ca ion, we considered
a series of different fitted models which provided a good agree-
ment with the experimental BS for H2 .

38 We fixed the values
f1 ¼ q(O1)/q(O2) and f2 ¼ q(O3)/q(O2) in accordance with
semi-empirical estimations f1< 1 and f2> 1.46,47 In this way,
we obtained two different models (A and B in Table 4). The
higher ionicity of the models as compared to NaA may be
explained as a result of a stronger coordination of the Ca by
the framework oxygens. Hence, the two models of NaCaA pre-
sented correspond to lower Na charge values (0.5 and 0.6 e)
than the NaA case (0.7 e). A charge ratio of q(Al)/
q(Si) ¼ 0.75, slightly higher than for NaA (0.575), was taken

Table 3 Polarizability a (a0
3) and radius r (a0) functions expressed as linear X(q) ¼ X(0)�Aq or exponential X(q) ¼ X(0) exp(G� q)/A) functions

with charge q for Na, Ca, Si, Al, O (see ref. 23 for detailed explanation)

Ion X(q) q-Dependence X(0) A

Na a Linear 29.78 27.98

r Linear 2.91 1.058

Ca a Linear 40.0a 18.414b

r Linear 3.29a 0.7086c

O a Linear 7.55 9.38

r Linear 2.87 0.548

Si a Exponentiald 0.013 19.13/12.39

r Linear 2.23 0.554

Al a Exponentiald 0.109 19.40/10.70

r Linear 2.10 0.383

a Ref. 41. b Estimated A value considering a(Ca+2) ¼ 3.178 a0
3 from ref. 42. c Estimated A value considering r(Ca+2) ¼ 1.871 a0 from ref. 42. d In

the last column, A/G values coming from ref. 40 are presented instead of A.

Table 4 The two zeolite NaCaA models obtained by fitting (�1.6 cm�1) of the adsorbed H2 band shift value to the experimental one (�68.7� 1.0

cm�1)48 for a ratio q(Al)/q(Si) ¼ 0.75;38 charges are in e

Model q0 q(Na) q(Ca) f1 f2 q(O1) q(O2) q(O3)

A 5.6 0.5 1.2 0.6 1.6 �0.7 �1.17 �1.87
B 7.5 0.6 0.9 0.9 1.05 �1.69 �1.88 �1.97
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for NaCaA to avoid q(Si)> 4, but this difference does not actu-
ally influence the resulting total IE.

III. Results and discussion

III.A. Vibrational energy levels calculation

First, we tested different types of CO potential curve approxi-
mation V0(r) (Fig. 2). We found that the quartic potential
which is not appropriate for the estimation of the upper vibra-
tional states leads to slightly better BS than both variants of
the Morse potential (Table 5). In contrast to the H2 case,52

the differences between the BS values calculated with the differ-
ent gas potential representations are rather negligible. Owing
to the lower vibrational frequency of CO, all lowest levels
are equally well described in the bottom of all approximated
curves V0(r) (Fig. 2), including the cubic approximation.53

The Mattera approximation49 of the Rydberg–Klein–Rees
potential was used below for the numerical estimation of the
BS values.
In order to calculate satisfactory V0(r) and Utot(r) func-

tions, we chose a grid of 100 equidistant points spaced by
0.0132 a0 starting at 1.55 a0 . The expansion of the grid interval
or decrease of the step shifts the BS by less than 0.2 cm�1.

III.B. Interaction energy calculation and CO favoured sites

Three examples of the total IE variation with respect to the
radial coordinate R are given in Fig. 3(a)–(c) for three different
molecular positions presented in the coordinate system of the

cavity (Fig. 1). In Fig. 3(c), we compare the variation of the
total IE for the same three CO positions pointing along the
same direction within the zeolite cage for both A and B mod-
els. The preferential location of CO was sought along the
threefold axis with the C-term (negative charge) pointing clo-
sest to the Ca ion (Utot ¼ �14.1� 10�3 Eh , R ¼ 5.7 a0), itself
closest to O3 included in the 6- and 4-membered rings of the
framework (Fig. 3(c)). The intermolecular ‘‘Oi–COM of
CO’’ distance at the preferential location increases according
to the sequence O3<O2<O1 , in the same order as the
distance ‘‘Oi–Ca (or Na) ’’. As a result of the lower coordin-
ation by the Ca (or Na) cation, the absolute value of the
framework O charge decreases in this same order
|q(O3)|> |q(O2)|> |q(O1)|

46,47 (Table 4). An example of the IE
contributions is shown in Fig. 4 where the dispersive and elec-
trostatic quadrupole terms dominate throughout all the attrac-
tive IE terms.

III.C. Influence of the approximation on the repulsive
coefficients on the calculated interaction energy

In order to avoid an important error due to neglect of the
repulsive interaction with any of the framework oxygen ions,
one should propose an approximation of the repulsive coeffi-
cients for any Oi–CO configuration. Therefore, we compared
the dependences of the repulsive coefficients B*O–CO(r)
obtained via eqn. (9) neglecting several derivatives of the IE
components leading to the total repulsion with the coefficients
BO–CO(r) calculated with all the derivatives of the IE (Fig. 5(a)
and (b)). The dependences B�O OC(r) were applied for r< rint
(at its left), where the condition B�O OC(rint) ¼ BO–CO(rint) is
satisfied. However, within the considered r range, B�O OC(r)
dependences have essentially another slope as compared to

Fig. 2 Variation of the CO gas potential V0(r) with respect to its
internuclear distance r considering various approximations (para-
meters from ref. 49 and 50). Rydberg–Klein–Rees potential points
are shown as circles.49

Table 5 Influence of the CO gas potential V0(r) model on the numer-

ical calculation (eqn. (14)) of the band shift values (in cm�1) for CO

positioned as Ca–CO (DnC) and Ca–OC (DnO) inside NaCaA consider-

ing model A presented in Table 4

Potential model DnC DnO

Mattera49 40.4 �29.8
Improved Morse50 40.6 �23.3
Morse50 38.2 �29.6
Quartic50 40.2 �28.1
Experimental51 40 �29

Fig. 3 Variation of the total interaction energy with respect to the
radial coordinate R for different CO molecular positions inside the
NaCaA zeolite (‘‘CO’’ corresponds to the C-term directed to the zeo-
lite wall; ‘‘OC’’, to the O-term; ‘‘perpendicular ’’, to the CO axis per-
pendicular to the respective symmetry axis): (a) Model B: Ca-ion
direction (j ¼ 1.75p, y ¼ 0.304p) (solid line), Na-ion direction
(j ¼ 1.75p, y ¼ 0.696p) (dashed line); (b) Model B: ‘‘C2 ’’-axis direc-
tion (j ¼ 1.5p, y ¼ 0.25p) (solid line), ‘‘C4 ’’-axis direction
(j ¼ 1.5p, y ¼ 0.5p) (dashed line). (c) Ca-ion direction (j ¼ 1.75p,
y ¼ 0.304p): model B (solid line); model A (dashed line).
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the repulsive coefficient calculated with eqn. (9), i.e., the solid
line for r> rint in Fig. 5. As a result, all BS values estimated by
neglecting some of the derivatives of the IE in eqn. (9) are not
correct. These variants of the BO–CO(r) approximation will
thus not be considered any further.
One should note that the behaviour of BO–CO(r) (eqn. (9))

follows exactly the behaviour of the CO dipole moment with

its internuclear distance r (solid line in Fig. 5(b)). The moment
changes its sign at larger r> r0 values, which corresponds to
the inversion of the C and O charges and should lead to a
stable Ozeol–CO configuration at higher vibrational states of
CO. So, the solution that is proposed here is to extend the
behaviour of the repulsive coefficient to shorter r values in
the area where the vibrational CO probability distribution can-
not be neglected.
We tried to replace the repulsive coefficient dependence

within the remaining part of the r interval by a function
B�O CO(r) (eqn. (10)) obtained from the derivative of the dis-
persive interaction component only (solid lines for r< rint in
Fig. 5(b)). This evaluation led to the positioning of the inter-
section point rint within the area of non-zero vibrational prob-
ability distribution (Fig. 5(b)). As a result, the repulsive
coefficient BO–CO(r) dependence obtained via the summation
over all derivatives remains valid for a larger r interval than
the other ‘‘partial ’’ variants of functions B�O OC(r) (Fig.
5(a)). Hence, the BS estimation should be closer to the value
obtained using eqn. (9) considering all IE derivatives.
A correct comparison between the behaviour of the functions

BO–CO(r) (eqn. (9)) and B�O CO(r) (eqn. (10)) for any inter-
nuclear CO distance requires the exact form of BO–CO(r),
which should be calculated ab initio for any framework O atom
stabilized by the lattice. The replacement by estimation (10) is
however in agreement with the assumption of non-zero repul-
sion between CO and all ions of the zeolite. This assumption
is not valid when neglecting part of the repulsive interactions
for r< r*:

BO�COðrÞ ¼ 0; if
X
i

U 0i ðrÞ < 0 ð19Þ

The error of such neglect on the total IE is less than 3–5%, but
the calculated BS is still of the same order of magnitude and
thus the error should be taken into account. Evidently, the
error on the BS is negligible for the Ca–OC configuration
because the influence of the repulsive Oi–CO interactions is less
important.
The result of both approaches, i.e., either allowing or dis-

regarding the repulsive interactions, is presented in Table 6
for the two zeolite models; a larger difference in the BS, 53.1
and 38.2 cm�1, is observed for model B which presents a smal-
ler difference between the O charges as compared to model A
(Table 5). This larger difference between the estimations
obtained via eqn. (10) and (19) for model B is the consequence
of a nearly simultaneous cancellation of all repulsive coeffi-
cients (i.e., with all O3 , O2 , and O1 ions) due to their very simi-
lar radii and polarizabilities determined by their charges (Table
4). However, the difference between the resulting spatial CO
parameters fitted via either eqn. (10) or (19), and with the B
zeolite model should not be too large. This could be confirmed
by allowing an analogous minor shift of 0.04 Å for the vdW
radius rm of CO fitted with the A model either via eqn. (10),
or eqn. (19) (Table 7).
At high coverage, the CO probe could evidently be located

at another site where the influence of the closest O1 and O2

Fig. 4 Variation of the interaction energy components between CO
and the NaCaA zeolite along the Ca-ion direction considering the zeo-
lite model A: Uelec

L (dotted lines with the L-order of the molecular
multipole); Udisp (dashed line); Uind (long-dashed line); Urep (dot-
dashed line); Utot (solid line). The CO molecular model corresponds
to that given in the first line of Table 7.

Fig. 5 Variation of the B*O2–CO
repulsive coefficients versus the CO

internuclear distance r for CO interacting with the NaCaA zeolite cal-
culated using: (a) eqn. (9) with part of the derivatives (dashed and dot-
dashed lines) or (b) eqn. (10) (dotted line). BO2–CO

(r) values obtained
using eqn. (9) and all IE derivatives for r> rint (solid line). BO2–CO(rv)
(v ¼ 0, 1) values are shown by circles for the BO2 CO(r) dependence
resulting from the combination of eqn. (9) and (10).

Table 6 Influence of the chosen approximation of the repulsive coeffi-

cients expressed by eqns. (10) and (19) for CO (spatial model in the

third line of Table 7) interacting with the NaCaA zeolite on the calcu-

lated band shift values (cm�1) obtained via the numerical solution

(eqn. (14)).

Model Approximation Dn

A Eqn. (10) 48.1

Eqn. (19) 41.1

B Eqn. (10) 53.1

Eqn. (19) 38.2
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ions could be more important. Such a case was found for CO
with the O-term directed towards the zeolite wall (with model
A) along the C2-axis of a cube whose corners are occupied by
the Ca and Na cations (j ¼ 1.5p, y ¼ 0.25p; the energy for
this axis in zeolite model B being given by solid lines in Fig.
3(b)). The minimum IE value with respect to the radial coordi-
nate of the COM of CO is equal to �8.52� 10�3 Eh at
R ¼ 5.75 a0 (3.04 Å) if approximation (10) is applied, and to
�8.93� 10�3 Eh at R ¼ 5.85 a0 with eqn. (19). So, a definite
choice of the CO most stable location along the C2-axis is
ambiguous. This difference in the calculated probe locations
suggests that one should be cautious while applying approxi-
mation (19) at the sites with close O atoms. Reasonable values
of the IE and BS could be obtained by a combination of eqns.
(10) and (19). A correct solution can be tested provided that
eqns. (10) and (19) lead to close IE values and to the lower
and upper BS, respectively, via the numerical solution (eqn.
(14)).

III.D. Calculation of the CO molecular semi-axes

Both Ca–CO and Ca–OC orientations in the zeolite are impor-
tant for the interpretation of the BS values at low coverage.
Two bands were tentatively assigned51 as corresponding to
two opposite positions of CO relative to the Ca. The Ca–CO
orientation is the favoured one for all NaCaA models studied
in this work. The existence of a stable minimum along the
threefold axis for the opposite Ca–OC orientation was
obtained with respect to all five required coordinates of the
CO molecule, i.e., two rotational angles of the molecular axis
and three spherical coordinates (R, y, f) of the molecular
COM within the zeolite cage (Fig. 1). In so far as the NaCaA
model has already been fitted,38 it is possible to estimate the
molecular semi-axis values, rC , rO , and r? , which could be
used for the analysis of any CO spectra recorded inside other
zeolite frameworks. Two experimental BS values51 are not
enough to calculate the three semi-axes so we added the experi-
mental heat of CO adsorption.55 Because the BS obtained
from the application of eqns. (10) and (19) correspond to the
upper and lower BS estimations for the Ca–CO orientation,
a comparison of the spatial molecular parameters determined
using both approximations is needed.
For the two zeolite models given in Table 4, we fitted the BS

corresponding to the two opposite orientations of CO relative
to the Ca ion51 and the differential heat of adsorption55 to the
experimental data by varying the molecular semi-axes rC , rO ,
and r? (Table 7). The consideration of the vibration of the
COM via the numerical method (eqn. (16)) is not important
in the cases of the BS of CO and N2 (less than 0.5 cm�1).
All molecular models correspond to higher IE for the Ca–
CO position in accordance with the experimental assignment.51

All spatial models are close to each other and all overestimate

slightly the known vdW radius rm . The overestimated r? semi-
axis deserves more attention due to an evident contradiction
with the conventional CO models.
The reason for the overestimated r? semi-axis, i.e.,

r?> (rC+ rO)/2, may be understood by analysis of the IE
values for H2 and N2 adsorbed inside the NaCaA framework.
The IE for o-H2/p-H2 (�3.41/�3.55� 10�3 Eh from ref. 55)
and N2 (�12.24� 10�3 Eh) calculated with, for example, the
A model of NaCaA, overestimate the experimental heat
of adsorption values (�2.7� 10�3 Eh from ref. 56 and
�2.95� 10�3 Eh from ref. 55 for H2 , �8.3� 10�3 from ref.
57 and �11.0� 10�3 Eh

55 for N2). This may be explained by
the fact that the rotational contribution to the total BS was
neglected for H2 while fitting the zeolite models.38 The molecu-
lar H2 rotational model used for the description of the adsorp-
tion on Ca in NaCaA does not allow a quantitative description
of the experimental splitting of the vibrational band for H2

38

and as a result, the rotational BS contribution was not added
to the total BS. Its inclusion should lead to a decrease in the
total IE.25 The calculated BS of N2 in NaCaA, 3.9 and 5.2
cm�1 for models A and B, respectively, compared to the
experimental value of 10 cm�1,51 also demonstrates the overes-
timation of the dispersive and inductive components leading to
enhanced negative contributions to the total BS.
If both zeolite models fitted without the rotational BS con-

tribution lead to overestimated IE values for H2 and N2 , we
should obtain the same effect for CO. Then, by fitting the
CO interaction with the zeolite framework by varying the
semi-axis values, we should compensate for this increased
interaction appearing from the distorted zeolite parameters
by an overestimation of the molecular sizes. This may explain
the overestimated values of the semi-axis r? . However, this
CO model (first line of Table 7) allows us to describe the BS
of CO adsorbed in both NaY and NaRbY zeolites.58 This fact
allows us to confirm the transferability of the CO molecular
sizes obtained herein to other zeolites.

IV. Conclusions

In this paper, we particularly studied the case of the unstable
linear geometry of the CO molecule interacting with negative
O ions stabilized by a lattice, which has already been remarked
upon in the literature.9 We discussed this situation for CO
within the NaCaA zeolite. The electrostatic interaction compo-
nents are the reason for the total repulsive IE between the lin-
early oriented CO and the negative O ion. Consequently, one
cannot estimate the CO internuclear distance r dependence
of the central repulsive coefficients or the repulsive interaction
component of the IE and of the BS corresponding to the inter-
action between CO and the zeolite framework. The approxi-
mations proposed above for the repulsive coefficients are
related to the behaviour of the CO dipole moment with its
internuclear distance r. The moment changes its sign at larger
r> r0 values, which corresponds to the inversion of the C and
O charges and should lead to a stable Ozeol–CO configuration
at higher vibrational states of CO. Thus, it was proposed to
extrapolate the behaviour of the repulsive coefficient to shorter
r values to solve this problem. Within the remaining part of
the r interval wherein this extrapolation is not available, two
variants for the estimation of the repulsive coefficients depen-
dence on r were compared: (a) neglecting this repulsion term
between CO and the respective framework oxygens and (b)
replacing the dependence on r of the repulsive coefficient by
the variation with r of the dispersive IE contribution. We
recommend the simultaneous application of the two
approaches to control both the resulting IE and BS values
for analogous systems.
A simultaneous fitting of both the IE and BS values to the

available experimental data at low CO coverage within

Table 7 CO spatial parameters (Å) obtained by fitting (�1.3 cm�1)

the calculated band shift values and interaction energy

(�13.8� 0.2� 10�3 Eh) for CO interacting with NaCaA to the experi-

mental data with different CO dipole moment (m) dependences with its

internuclear distance

q0/e CO model rC rO r? m-dependence rm
b

5.6 Aa 2.09 2.25 2.09 Ref. 28 4.28

B 2.03 2.2 2.25 Ref. 27 4.32

7.5 C 1.99 2.16 2.29 Ref. 28 4.29

D 1.97 2.16 2.32 Ref. 27 4.29

Experimental 4.22, 4.099c

a With eqn. (10) for this model and eqn. (19) for other cases. b vdW

radius rm obtained via eqn. (13). c Ref. 54, average values from mea-

surements of viscosity and cross-section of molecular beam scattering.
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Na4Ca4A allows us to obtain a reasonable estimation of the
spatial size parameters of the CO molecule also using the
approximations for the repulsive coefficients. The fitted spatial
size parameters have been used recently58 to describe the BS of
CO adsorbed in both NaY and NaRbY zeolites. Quantitative
coincidence achieved with this model for both the Na–CO and
Rb–CO geometries within the Y zeolites confirms the transfer-
ability of the spatial CO model to other zeolite systems.
Further developments should be related to the calculation of

the IE in terms of more precise models of the distributed multi-
pole moments (MM)59 of both the adsorbent and adsorbate.
Therefore, we have already suggested the estimation of the
Mulliken charges of all zeolite atoms through ab initio compu-
tations with advanced basis set levels60–64 using the CRYSTAL
code65 of some zeolites with a relatively small number of atoms
(or atomic orbitals) per unit cell (UC). Then, we found how to
approximate the higher order MM by simple analytical func-
tions with respect to the internal coordinates and the charges
of each different crystallographic type of atom.66 The advan-
tage of this strategy is that these functions could be applied
to other zeolites with a higher number of atomic orbitals per
UC.
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